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a b s t r a c t

Vertically aligned carbon nanotube (VACNT) arrays or “forests” behave mechanically as foams when
compressed, exhibiting a characteristic nonlinear stress e strain response. However, the fiber structure
of VACNT forests is unlike that of cellular foams, and the microscopic mechanisms of the deformation are
quite different. While numerous studies have addressed the mechanical response of VACNT forests
undergoing uniaxial compression, the underlying deformation mechanisms are not yet fully established.
In this paper, we report the results of large-scale mesoscopic simulations of the uniaxial compression of a
VACNT forest composed of 2-mm-long carbon nanotubes (CNTs) as well as three structurally distinct
forests composed of 0.6-mm-long CNTs. The simulations reveal that the compressive deformation pro-
ceeds as a phase transformation from an original low-density phase composed of vertically aligned CNT
bundles to a densified phase with horizontal alignment of CNTs. The two phases are separated by a well-
defined interfacial layer, which advances during the compressive deformation through localized bending
and folding of nanotubes. For the 2-mm-tall forest, the folding involves correlated displacements of
multiple CNT bundles, hinting on the origin of the collective buckling behavior observed in experiments.
The characteristic three-stage stress-strain dependence (an initial "elastic" peak followed by an extended
plateau region and a sharp rise of stress in the densification regime), commonly observed in experi-
mental probing of the mechanical properties of VACNT forests, is reproduced in all of the simulations,
suggesting that the heterogeneous propagation of densification front may be the general mechanism of
the mechanical deformation of VACNT forests.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The mechanical response of vertically aligned carbon nanotube
(VACNT) forests [1] to compression is comparable to that of cellular
foams [2]. In particular, similar to foams, VACNT forests can un-
dergo repeated loading to high strains while maintaining their
resilience [3e5] and exhibit a three-stage stress e strain response
[6e8] consisting of (1) an elastic regime where the bending and
stretching deformations of CNT bundles do not involve any signif-
icant structural changes in thematerial and stress increases linearly
with strain, (2) an extended plateau regime characterized by rela-
tively weak stress dependence on strain and structural
rearrangements that do not lead to significant strengthening, and
(3) a densification regime where the reorganization within the
material becomes spatially constrained, leading to a rapid increase
in stress. Despite the similarity of the mechanical behavior, the
deformation mechanisms of VACNTs forests and foams are rather
different. Foams deform either through bending-dominated
mechanisms where cell walls bend and buckle or by stretching-
dominated processes where the struts supporting the cell walls
are loaded axially [2,9]. These deformation mechanisms, however,
are not applicable to VACNT forests, which are structurally char-
acterized as anisotropic networks of interconnected CNT bundles,
quite unlike the cellular motif common to conventional foams.

The complex multi-stage stress e strain dependence of VACNTs
undergoing uniaxial compression is commonly attributed to the
coordinated, localized buckling of bundles of CNTs occurring peri-
odically along the height of the forest [3,4,6,10e12]. Specifically,
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heterogeneity in the density and nanotube alignment in nanotube
forests results in preferential nucleation sites for coordinated
buckling of CNTs at relatively compliant sections [3,6,13e15],
forming localized high-density regions at the locations of buckling.
Analytically, the non-linear, multi-stage stress e strain response of
VACNT forests has been described [13,16e18] by representing CNT
as a series of bi-stable springs [19e21] which are characterized by
an energy landscape with two minima separated by a convex
"spinodal" region. The energy minima correspond to low and high
strain conformations of the spring, and when many springs are
connected in series the mechanical response is similar to that of a
CNT undergoing compression. The bi-stable spring model saw
success in reproducing the characteristic three-stage stresse strain
curve of uniaxially compressed forests [16,18]. In the latest of these
reports [18], the interpretation of the deformation behavior of
VACNT forests in terms of a phase transition between a rarefied
phase, in which the CNTs are mostly vertically aligned, and a
densified phase stabilized by the inter-tube van der Waals in-
teractions is suggested. This hypothesis was partially motivated by
earlier studies of biopolymer (fibrin) network structures exhibiting
three-stage stress response to the uniaxial compression, similar to
that of foams and VACNT forests [22,23], and deforming by sepa-
ration into two distinct, coexisting low- and high-density phases.
Moreover, the formation of localized densified regions during
uniaxial compression has also been observed for VACNT forests
[3,6e8,24].

Despite the extensive experimental and modeling efforts, and
the success of the bi-stable spring model in reproducing the phase
coexistence and stress e strain response of VACNT forests under-
going compression, the structural characteristics of the two phases
and the mechanisms of the phase separation remain elusive. Major
obstacles to a systematic analysis of the mechanisms of mechanical
deformation of VACNT forests come from the challenge of growing
forests with precisely controllable structure, as well as the difficulty
of detailed characterization of the structural and energetic pa-
rameters of VACNT forests undergoing compression. Computa-
tionally reproducing the structure of VACNT forests and inspecting
the structural transformations in the course of mechanical defor-
mation is one way to circumvent the problem of detailed structural
characterization of experimental samples. The emergence of a new
class of coarse-grainedmesoscopicmodels for mesoscopic dynamic
simulation of large groups of CNTs [25e28], combinedwith a recent
development of an effective method for the generation of compu-
tational samples with tunable microstructures based on self-
organization of nanotubes into anisotropic network structures
[29], have enabled realistic modeling of the mechanical deforma-
tion of VACNT forests.

First mesoscopic simulations of the uniaxial compression of
short VACNT forests [8] have indeed demonstrated the ability of the
mesoscopic modeling to reproduce the three-stage stress e strain
dependence characteristic of experimental samples and provided
initial insights into the dependence of the mechanical behavior of
VACNT forests on density, microstructure (bundle size distribution
and degree of nanotube alignment), loading rate, and interaction
with the indenter. The 0.2-mm-tall forests used in these first sim-
ulations, however, are too short for reproducing the periodic co-
ordinated buckling across the sample and testing the hypothesis on
the coexistence of low- and high-density phases suggested for
interpretation of experimental observations [6,7,10,14,18,24].

In this paper, we report the results of mesoscopic simulations of
VACNT forests consisting of longer, 0.6-mm- and 2-mm-long,
nanotubes, and focus our attention on themechanisms of the phase
transformation occurring in the course of the mechanical defor-
mation of the CNT network materials and the nature of the two
phases produced by the deformation. The dynamic mesoscopic
model, the structural characteristics of in silico VACNT forest sam-
ples, and the computational setup for simulation of uniaxial
compression of the samples are briefly described below, in section
2. The detailed analysis of the phase separation in a 2-mm-tall
VACNT forest undergoing uniaxial compressive deformation is
provided in section 3. The effect of the microstructure on the me-
chanical response of VACNT forests is explored in a series of sim-
ulations performed for 0.6-mm-tall forests and reported in section
4. Finally, the main conclusions of this computational study are
summarized in section 5.

2. Computational model

2.1. Mesoscopic force field model for carbon nanotube materials

The mesoscopic force field model developed for realistic large-
scale simulations of CNT materials is based on a coarse-grained
representation of individual CNTs as chains of stretchable cylin-
drical segments [25,26]. The state of each segment is defined by
positions, velocities, and the internal temperature of nodes joining
the neighboring segments [25]. The dynamics of a system of
interacting CNTs is described by solving the equations of motion of
classical mechanics for the positions of all nodes [25]. The forces
acting on the nodes are calculated based on the mesoscopic force
field that accounts for stretching and bending deformation of in-
dividual CNTs [25], bending buckling of CNTs [30], as well as for the
van der Waals inter-tube interactions [26], with all terms of the
force field parameterized based on the results of atomistic simu-
lations. The possibility of both axial and bending fracture of indi-
vidual CNTs is included in the model, where either event results in
clean CNT fragmentation. For (10,10) single-walled carbon nano-
tubes (SWCNTs), the axial fracture is set to occur at a local strain of
0.279 [31], and the bending fracture occurs at a local bending angle
of 120� [32]. In the simulations reported in the present paper, only
the bending fracture is observed in some of the nanotubes at the
late stage of the VACNT forest compression, but it does not signif-
icantly affect the overall mechanical response of the forests (see
Fig. S1 in the Supplementary Data). The mesoscopic force field does
not include an explicit description of friction forces related to the
relative displacement of tubes with respect to each other, as these
forces are too weak to prevent room-temperature rearrangements
of defect-free CNTs [33,34]. The contribution of interfacial sliding
forces originating from changes in the inter-tube van der Waals
interaction area, however, is fully accounted for in the mesoscopic
model, and, in the case of pristine CNTs, is substantially larger than
the static and dynamic friction forces related to the atomic corru-
gation of the interaction between the nanotube surfaces [35,36].
The presence of defects, functional groups, and chemical cross-
links can significantly increase the strength of the shear in-
teractions between nanotubes [37,38], but these effects are not
considered in the present study.

2.2. VACNT forest samples

A series of morphologically diverse computational samples with
realistic structural organization is generated in silico following the
procedure outlined in Ref. [29]. Briefly, the procedure is as follows.
First, full-length straight CNTs are positioned randomly on a sub-
strate until a prescribed tube density is reached. Each CNT is given a
random inclination angle with respect to the vertical axis, falling
between zero and a specified maximum inclination, Qmax, with
uniform probability. Then, the initial sample undergoes thermal
annealing in a mesoscopic dynamic simulation performed at a
temperature of 5,000 K for 1 ns (the model does not include the
possibility of thermal decomposition of CNTs, and the temperature
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is defined based on the average kinetic energy of mesoscopic dy-
namic units of the model). In the course of the thermal annealing,
the initially straight and isolated nanotubes self-organize into a
continuous network of bundles with the bundle size distribution
largely defined by the material density and Qmax [29]. Finally, the
computational VACNT forest is quenched to 300 K and allowed to
relax until a metastable configuration, defined as a state where the
rate of change in inter-tube interaction energy slows down to a
level below 0.05% per ns, is obtained.

All samples considered in this work consist of (10, 10) SWCNTs
with a radius of 0.6785 nm and have a mass density of 0.02 g/cm3

(areal density of 6.09� 1011 CNT/cm2). The density of the VACNT
forest samples falls well within the range of CVD grown samples
[39e43], and assigning a uniform radius to every CNT within the
forest is a good approximation for the tightly distributed radii of
SWCNTs [44]. The tallest sample used in the simulation discussed in
section 3 consists of 2,498 2-mm-long CNTs on a 0.64� 0.64 mm2

substrate and is designated as sample FA. The structure of this
sample is illustrated in Fig. S2a in the Supplementary Data). With
each internal node (dynamic unit in the mesoscopic model) rep-
resenting a 2-nm-long segment of a nanotube, the computational
sample is composed of 2,500,498 nodes.

Three smaller samples, consisting of 0.6-mm-long CNTs
randomly distributed on a 0.60� 0.60 mm2 substrate, are referred to
as samples FB, FC, and FD (see Figs. S2bed in the Supplementary
Data). These samples are generated with different values of Qmax

and are used for investigation of the structural dependence of the
mechanical behavior of VACNT forests reported in section 4. In all
simulations, the periodic boundary conditions are applied in the
lateral directions (parallel to the surface of the substrate), thus
effectively representing VACNT forests extending much further
than the actual lateral dimensions of the computational systems.

The structure of the in silico samples is characterized by calcu-
lating a set of parameters listed in Table 1, including the average tilt
of CNT segments with respect to the direction of VACNT alignment
〈q〉, average bundle size hNBi, maximum bundle size Nmax

B , standard
deviation (SD) of the bundle size, and magnitude of the Herman
orientation factor (HOF) defined as S ¼ 1

2 ½3〈cos q〉� 1�, where q is
the local angle between a nanotube and the vertical axis, and the
angled brackets 〈〉 denote averaging over the CNT segments. The
HOF quantifies the extent of the orientation of nanotubes with
respect to the vertical axis and ranges from �0.5 to 1, where values
of �0.5, 0, and 1 correspond to perpendicular alignment, random
orientation, and parallel alignment with respect to the axis,
respectively.

Among the 0.6-mm-tall forests, sample FB is prepared with the
smallest Qmax of 0.6� and has highly vertically oriented, thick CNT
bundles with a relatively low degree of interconnection between
the bundles. Sample FD is prepared with the largest Qmax of 27�, is
poorly aligned (lowest HOF), and features thinner bundles orga-
nized into a more complex, entangled network. Sample FC is
Table 1
Statistical information on structural parameters of four computational forests of the
same density of 0.02 g/cm3 and composed of CNTs with lengths LCNT of 2 and 0.6 mm.
The average tilt of CNTsegments 〈q〉, average bundle size hNBi, maximumbundle size
Nmax
B , standard deviation (SD) of the bundle size, and magnitude of the Herman

orientation factor (HOF) are listed for the computational samples generated at
maximum initial inclination angles Qmax of 0.6� , 12� , and 27�.

Sample LCNT Qmax 〈q〉 hNBi Nmax
B SD HOF

FA 2 mm 12� 17.6� 42 163 28 0.82
FB 0.6 mm 0.6� 5.7� 28 82 19 0.95
FC 0.6 mm 12� 17.2� 22 98 18 0.82
FD 0.6 mm 27� 22.9� 10 65 9 0.72
prepared with Qmax of 12� and features structural characteristics
intermediate between FB and FD samples (Table 1). The tallest
VACNT forest FA is prepared with the same Qmax as sample FC and
has a similar degree of alignment, as characterized by 〈q〉 and HOF.
The average andmaximum bundle sizes, however, are substantially
larger in the tall forest, reflecting the reduced influence of the
constraints related to the attachment of nanotubes to the substrate
and the increased freedom of the nanotubes to join multiple bun-
dles across the height of the forest.

2.3. Simulation of the uniaxial compression

The uniaxial compression of VACNT forests is simulated with a
rigid planar indenter spanning the entire top surface of the sample
and interacting with CNTs via a purely repulsive potential. The
repulsive potential between the indenter and a part of a CNT rep-
resented by a node i is defined by an inverse-power-law function
εmi

�
s

Dzi�RT

�12
SðDzi � RT Þ, where Dzi is the distance between the

surface of the indenter and the CNT node i, RT is the radius of the
nanotube, mi is the mass associated with mesoscopic node i, and
SðDzi � RT Þ is a cubic spline function providing smooth cutoff of the
potential in the range of 10 Å � Dzi � RT � 12 Å. The parameters of
the potential function, ε ¼ 0:254� 10�3 eV/Da and s ¼ 3:6 Å, are
chosen to roughly represent the repulsive part of the non-bonded
interaction potential between a graphene sheet and a nanotube
aligned along the graphene. The shape of the repulsive potential is
sufficiently steep to ensure that only the nanotubes that are in
direct contact with the indenter are experiencing repulsive forces
from the indenter. Since the repulsive force produced by the po-
tential acts only in the direction normal to the indenter surface, the
interactionwith indenter does not introduce any tangential friction
forces and does not directly constrain the CNT motion along the
indenter surface.

The indenter velocity of 50m/s, corresponding to deformation
rates of 8.3� 107 s�1 and 2.5� 107 s�1 for the 0.6-mm- and 2-mm-
tall forests, respectively, is used in the simulations. While the
indenter velocity of 50m/s is much higher than typical experi-
mental values of 1e1,000 nm/s, matching the deformation rates
used in experiments is computationally impractical. For instance,
for sample FA consisting of over 2.5 million nodes, the compression
to 0.9 engineering strain at the indenter velocity of 50m/s takes 36
ns and requires 0.9M CPU hours on the Comet supercomputer [45].
The stress e strain curves predicted in earlier simulations of the
uniaxial compression of shorter VACNT forests consisting of 0.2-
mm-long CNTs [8], are found to be in a semi-quantitative agreement
with those reported in experimental studies, despite the high
deformation rates of 5� 107 to 2.5� 108 s�1 used in the simula-
tions. Moreover, only moderate quantitative changes in the stresse
strain response are observed upon a decrease of the deformation
rate from 108 to 5� 107 s�1, suggesting that the physical mecha-
nisms of the VACNT deformation are unlikely to change upon
further reduction of the deformation rate.

The compression is simulated at a constant temperature of
300 K enforced by the Berendsen thermostat algorithm [46]
applied to the coarse-grained units of the model, i.e., the thermal
equilibrium between different vibrational models of the system is
assumed at all times. The reported stresses are calculated from the
total force that the VACNT forest exerts on the indenter. The engi-
neering strain is defined with respect to the length of the CNTs
within the forest (i.e., 2 or 0.6 mm), rather than the maximum initial
forest height, which is shorter than the length of the CNTs by less
than 1%. For the convenience of representation of stress e strain
dependences for VACNT forests undergoing compressive loading,
we adopt a sign convention where the stress is positive in
compression and present the magnitude of the engineering strain
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as a positive quantity.
3. Deformation mechanisms and phase separation in 2-mm-
tall VACNT forest

The structural changes produced by the uniaxial compression of
sample FA, composed of 2-mm-long CNTs, are discussed herein
based on the visual inspection of a series of snapshots taken at
different stages of the compressive deformation, as well as quan-
titative analysis of the evolution of the structural characteristics of
the VACNT forests during the deformation. The snapshots of the
microstructure are shown in Fig. 1 for the original sample and for
four values of the compressive engineering strain. The CNT seg-
ments in the snapshots are colored by the local value of the inter-
tube interaction energy using a two-tone coloring scale so that
isolated CNT segments and the ones with a small number of
neighboring segments are colored red, while the lower-energy
segments of bundled nanotubes are colored blue.

The most striking characteristic of the deformation process
apparent from the visual inspection of the snapshots is the for-
mation of a densified layer of material near the indenter. Although
some bending and coarsening of CNT bundles is observed
throughout the thickness of the VACNT forest at the early stage of
the deformation, to the engineering strain of 0.2, the structural
changes in the lower part of the sample remain rather limited upon
further compression, and the most prominent result of the defor-
mation is the thickening of the dense layer in the top part of the
forest with increasing compressive strain. Visually, the top dense
layer is characterized by the predominantly horizontal orientation
of the nanotubes and looks quite distinct from the lower portion of
the forest with vertical alignment of the CNT bundles. The
appearance of densified layers during compressive deformation has
been observed experimentally [3,6,14,18,24], although the details of
their structural organization and the formation mechanisms are
not yet fully understood. The analysis of the results of the meso-
scopic simulations, which provide complete information on the
Fig. 1. Side view snapshots of the VACNT sample FA undergoing compressive deformation, w
marked on the images. The two-tone coloring of CNT segments is by CNT-CNT interaction en
isolated segments) and blue indicates more favorable interactions (nanotube segments inte
structural rearrangement leading to the dense layer formation,
enables us to address the long-standing question of the mechanism
of the heterogeneous deformation behavior of the VACNT forests.

A more detailed picture of the formation of the top dense layer
and its structural evolution during the deformation of the VACNT
sample is provided by the top-down views of the upper half of the
sample shown in Fig. 2. From the snapshots, we see that the CNT
bundles in the top part of the sample reorient themselves parallel
to the indenter, coarsen by merging with other bundles, and curve
into loops to accommodate the increasing crowding in the dense
layer. At some point, the rearrangement of the curved, coarse
bundles of nanotubes is jammed by the interactionwith each other,
and the structural evolution in the top layer ceases. Further
compressive deformation is then largely accommodated by thick-
ening of the densified layer, which proceeds through the downward
propagation of a relatively well-defined interface separating the
dense part of the forest composed of curved thick nanotube bun-
dles mostly oriented horizontally (parallel to the substrate) from
the rarified part of the forest where the nanotube bundles largely
retain their original vertical orientation, Fig. 1.

The visual picture of the compressive deformation described
above is consistent with a notion of a phase transformation pro-
ceeding through the propagation of the interface that separates the
low- and high-density parts of the sample. The degree of the
densification and realignment of nanotubes upon this phase
transformation can be quantified by tracking the evolution of the
local density and orientation of nanotube segments throughout the
compression of the sample. Two contour plots for the mass density
and CNT orientation (described by local HOF) are shown in Fig. 3.
These plots are prepared by partitioning the original, unstrained
forest sample into 50 horizontal layers and assigning each CNT
segment to a particular layer. Even though the segments are dis-
placed in the course of the compression, the properties of interest
are still calculated by averaging over the same set of the segments
that were originally located in the same layer. Due to the large
difference in density between the two phases generated in the
ith values of engineering strain ranging from 0 (initial undeformed sample) up to 0.8, as
ergy, where red corresponds to less favorable inter-tube interactions (isolated or almost
grated into CNT bundles). (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)



Fig. 2. Top-down view snapshots of the VACNT sample FA undergoing compressive deformation, with values of engineering strain ranging from 0 (initial undeformed sample) up to
0.6, as marked on the images. The two-tone coloring scheme is the same as in Fig. 1. The material in the bottom half of the sample height at the corresponding strain is blanked in
order to more clearly show the evolution of the top layer. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

Fig. 3. Contour plots of the mass density r (a) and local HOF (b) calculated for VACNT sample FA by averaging over the sets of nanotube segments located in the same horizontal
layers of the original uncompressed sample. The individual “pixels” in the plots correspond to strain increments by 0.05 (columns) and 40-nm-thick layers defined in the original
sample (rows). (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

B.K. Wittmaack et al. / Carbon 143 (2019) 587e597 591
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course of the compressive deformation, the averaging done with
the reference to the original location of the nanotube segments in
the VACNT sample provides a more straightforward representation
of the material redistribution between the two phases as compared
to an alternative based on partitioning by the current positions of
the segments in the deformed sample.

From the density contour plot shown in Fig. 3a, we see a clear
picture of the emergence of a distinct densified region forming near
the indenter. The rest of the forest remains largely unaffected by the
densification and is separated from the dense region by a relatively
well-defined interface that can already be identified at ~0.15 strain.
With increasing strain, the top layer thickens and densifies in
certain places beyond 0.2 g/cm3 (ten times that of the initial forest
density) at strains exceeding 0.4. Despite the theoretical maximum
close-packed density of (10,10) SWCNTs being about 0.9 g/cm3,
however, the density of the top layer does not increase beyond
~0.23 g/cm3 even at 0.7 strain, suggesting that constraints imposed
on bundle reorganization prevent denser packing for this sample.
Instead, the compressive deformation is accommodated by more
material joining the dense-phase region with increasing strain.
Note that the formation of densified regions under conditions of
rapid deformation of VACNT forests [47e50] has been attributed in
Ref. [48] to the formation of shock waves with anomalously slow,
on the order of 10m/s, shock front velocities. To address the pos-
sibility of the formation of a shock wave during the compression of
sample FA, we performed a simulation where compression of the
sample was stopped at 0.4 strain. The simulation was then
continued with no additional deformation for additional 16 ns. As
can be seen from Fig. S4 in the Supplementary Data, the interface
separating the dense and rarified regions of the sample ceases to
move with the absence of further deformation, thus indicating that
the formation of the densified region in the simulation cannot be
attributed to the shock wave formation.

The thickness of the interfacial layer separating the low- and
high-density regions from each other remains relatively thin at low
strains, spanning only a couple of hundreds of nanometers or less.
At high strains exceeding ~0.5, however, the interfacial layer be-
comes more diffuse. The decreased sharpness of the interface be-
tween the two regions can be attributed to the effect of the rigid
boundary condition imposed on the bottom of the VACNT sample.
The rigid attachment of the CNTs to the substrate starts to affect the
ability of the CNT bundles to reorient themselves at the
approaching interface with the dense region and makes the ma-
terial to switch to alternative modes of compaction near the bottom
of the forest. The compaction of the nanotubes attached to the
substrate, however, requires a higher level of stresses, as can be
seen from the stress e strain curve discussed below, which also
produce a moderate increase in the density of the already com-
pacted upper part of the sample up to ~0.31 g/cm3 at the maximum
strain of 0.9 reached in the simulation.

As can be seen from Fig. 3b, the orientation of the CNTs also
changes abruptly from the rarified phase, where the original ver-
tical alignment of the nanotubes is largely retained and the local
values of HOF remain in the range of 0.4e0.9, to the densified
phase, where the nanotubes are reoriented parallel to the substrate
and the local HOF becomes negative and stays below �0.4 in most
of the densified phase. In contrast to density, which stays at almost
the same level before the arrival of the densification front (Fig. 3a),
the values of HOF visibly drop throughout the sample even at the
early stage of the deformation process, at strains of 0.1e0.2. This
drop is a reflection of a certain degree of bending deformation
experienced by the vertically aligned CNT bundles in the low-
density part of the sample. Nonetheless, there is still a clear
demarcation in Fig. 3b between the horizontally oriented parts of
the CNTs in the dense layer and those still in the rarified part of the
sample.
Another interesting feature in the HOF plot absent for density is

the appearance of a stripe of elevated HOF at the fractional original
height of ~0.55. The non-monotonous variation of HOF along the
height of the forest persists up to the maximum level of strain
applied in the simulation and reflects the emergence of a collective
mode of the forest deformation, i.e., on average, the segments in a
certain cross-section of the sample have an orientation that is
different from the one of in the surrounding material. To explain
the origin of the local HOF maximum, we take note of five repre-
sentative CNT shapes shown in Fig. 4a for sample FA at 0.6 strain. As
expected, the top parts of the nanotubes are predominantly hori-
zontally oriented, highly bent, and entangled into the dense region
of the sample. Immediately below this region, however, the nano-
tubes are exhibiting large-scale zigzagging behavior that provides
insights into the way the nanotubes transition from the low- to
high-density phase.

Visually, the zigzagging of individual nanotubes in Fig. 4a shows
some signs of collective coordinated behavior. This visual impres-
sion is supported by the results of the calculation of the distribution
of HOF and parameter D characterizing the extent of the correlation
in the lateral displacements of the nanotube segments along the
height of the sample, shown in Fig. 4b. The parameter D is defined

as D ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hx� x0i2 þ hy� y0〉

2
q

, where x and y are the positions of
the nodes at a given strain, x0 and y0 are the positions of the same
nodes in the original sample, and the angled brackets 〈〉 denote
averaging over all CNT segments in a given layer of the forest.

The local maxima in the distributions of HOF and D around a
height of 0.62 mm (marked by the upper dashed line in Fig. 4b)
coincide with the location of the local minimum in the density plot,
as well as with the stripe of elevated HOF at the fractional original
height of ~0.55 in the contour plot shown in Fig. 3b. The emergence
of another similar oscillation in D and HOF can be seen in the lower
part of the VACNT forest, at around 0.5 mm, Fig. 4b, and can be
related to the pronounced bowing seen for the individual CNTs in
the snapshot shown in Fig. 4a. All these correlations are consistent
with the physical picture of collective folding of the nanotubes in
the vicinity of the advancing densification front. Indeed, the col-
lective folding localized within a VACNT forest cross-section is
expected to produce alternating regions of densely-packed hori-
zontally aligned nanotubes (local maxima of r and minima of HOF)
and lower density regions with higher degree of vertical orienta-
tion of CNT segments (local maxima of HOF and D, andminima of r)
around the vertexes of the folds.

The degree of correlation in the lateral displacements of nano-
tubes near the advancing densification front, however, does not
allow us to directly associate the zigzagging/folding of the CNTs
observed in the simulation to the phenomenon of coordinated
buckling reported in some of the experimental studies
[3,6,7,10,14,24]. The relatively small height of the simulated forest
(2 mm) and the high flexibility of SWCNTs, which enables alterna-
tive modes of bending deformation [51] and folding into the
compact horizontally aligned structure, prevent the occurrence of
well-defined periodic coordinated buckling across the sample
cross-section. Indeed, it has been noted in Ref. [24] that buckling
becomes highly periodic for multi-walled carbon nanotube
(MWCNT) forests that are taller than 190 mm, and the typical period
between successive buckling kinks ranges between 3 and 6 mm,
although a single coordinated buckling event is still observed for
forests as short as 35 mm. Nevertheless, the coordinated local
bowing and displacement of SWCNTs leading to the folding into
high-density phase, observed in the simulation, can be considered
to be a potential precursor for the more ordered periodic coordi-
nated buckling that produces discrete regions of stacked densified



Fig. 4. Snapshot of sample FA compressed to 0.6 strain with an overlay of five representative CNTs shown in different colors (a), and plots of the variation of densityr, HOF, and
parameter D characterizing the extent of the correlation in the lateral displacements of the nanotube segments along the height of the forest (b). The dashed lines in (b) mark the
locations of the two HOF local maxima and the gray stripe marks the height that corresponds to the local HOF maxima at strain 0.6 in the contour plot shown in Fig. 3b. Each data
point in (b) corresponds to averaging over a layer that contains 1% of the total mass of the VACNT forest. The evolution of the shapes of the five nanotubes highlighted in (a) during
the deformation can be followed in Fig. S5 in the Supplementary Data, where the snapshots are shown for strain increments of 0.2. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed
online.)
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layers upon the compressive deformation of taller forests consist-
ing of more rigid MWCNTs [3,6,7,10,14].

The connection between the collective nature of the nanotube
bending deformation in the simulations and the experimentally
observed periodic collective buckling is also supported by the non-
monotonous variation of stress with increasing engineering strain
shown for the computational sample FA in Fig. 5a. Experimentally, a
coordinated buckling across a forest cross-section is mechanically
registered as an undulation on the plateau part of the stress-strain
dependence [6,7,10,14]. The coordinated buckling relives some of
the stress exerted by the forest on the indenter, resulting in a dip in
the stress-strain curve.

To reveal the underlying physical reasons behind the localiza-
tion of the deformation process within the relatively narrow and
Fig. 5. Stress-strain response of 2-mm-tall sample FA (a) and 0.6-mm-tall samples FB, FC, and
version of this figure can be viewed online.)
well-defined interfacial region separating the dense and rarefied
parts of the VACNT forest, we now turn to the analysis of the energy
evolution in the forest during the deformation. We focus our
attention on the inter-tube interaction energy and nanotube
bending energy that account for ~99% of the energy change during
the compressive deformation up to 0.9 strain. The evolution of
these twomajor contributions to the total energy of a VACNT forest
is shown in Fig. 6, where both the energy in the whole sample FA,
and the distribution of the energy with respect to the original
height of the nanotube segments (same representation as the one
used in Fig. 3) are presented in Fig. 6ab and Fig. 6cd, respectively.

It is clear that the phase separation observed in the course of the
deformation is an energetically favorable process for sample FA, as
the rise in the bending energy (Fig. 6b) is more than offset by the
FD (b) compressed at an indenter velocity of 50m/s to 0.9 engineering strain. (A colour



Fig. 6. The evolution of the inter-tube interaction energy DEint (a,c) and nanotube bending energy DEbnd (b,d) during the compressive deformation of sample FA up to a maximum
engineering strain of 0.9. The total energies for the whole sample FA, DEtotint and DEtotbnd , are shown in (a,b), and the distributions of the energies with respect to the original height of
the nanotube segments in the uncompressed sample are presented in (c,d). The individual “pixels” in (c,d) correspond to strain increments by 0.05 (columns) and 40-nm-thick
layers defined in the original sample (rows). (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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decrease in CNT-CNT interaction energy (Fig. 6a). The decrease in
the inter-tube interaction energy is not limited to the part of the
VACNT forest undergoing the densification, where the nanotubes
self-organize into energetically favorable arrangements of thick
CNT bundles, but also extends to the lower rarified part of the
sample, reflecting the bundle coarsening and corresponding
decrease in the inter-tube interaction energy, Fig. 6c.

The transition between the two phases is evenmore apparent in
the distribution of the bending energy shown in Fig. 6d, where the
densification is associated with energy increase. Interestingly, the
energy increase is the largest in the interfacial region, and the
bending energy is reduced to a certain degree inside the densified
part of the sample, as can be seen from the local energy maximum
along the propagating densification front in Fig. 6d. The local in-
crease in the bending energy in the interfacial region is expected
from the visual picture of the nanotube bending and folding during
the transformation from the rarified vertically oriented phase to the
dense horizontally oriented phase discussed above. The elevated
energy of the interfacial region also presents an energy barrier
preventing the spontaneous collapse of the VACNT forest into the
lower-energy densified phase. Nevertheless, the decrease of the
total energy of the forest upon the compression suggests that the
compressed phase should be stable after the indenter is removed.
Although we do not test this due to the high computational
expense of the large-scale simulation of the slow structural changes
upon the unloading of sample FA, a substantial irreversible (plastic)
deformation has been observed in earlier smaller-scale simulations
performed for 0.2-mm-tall SWCNT forests repeatedly loaded and
unloaded to 0.6 and 0.8 strain [8]. Forests composed of MWCNTs
with large diameters, however, are more likely to elastically deform
[52] due to the high bending modulus of the MWCNTs [53e55] and
the correspondingly larger contribution of the increase in the
bending energy to the total energy cost of the compressive defor-
mation of the VACNT forests.

Note that while in the simulation discussed above the nucle-
ation of the dense phase is observed in the top part of the sample, in
the direct vicinity of the indenter, the experiments reveal the
appearance of the densified phase either (or both) at the top (near
the indenter) and/or bottom (near the substrate) of the CNT forest
[3,6,7,10e15,24]. The locations of the nucleation sites in experi-
ments correspond to zones of weakest flexural rigidity of the
VACNT forest, which are defined by multiple factors, including
uneven distribution of defects, density gradients, variable degree of
alignment of CNT bundles, or structural heterogeneities introduced
in the growth process. In particular, the coordinated buckling often
starts near the base of the forest, where the density can be lowest
[6,7,13,14], and CNT diameter may be smaller due to shrinkage of
catalytic particles during the nanotube growth process [11,52]. The
computational sample used in the simulation does not have such
types of preferential nucleation sites, and the natural location of the
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appearance of the densified phase is near the indenter, where the
ends of the nanotubes have more freedom to slide along the
indenter and assemble into a dense phase composed of horizontally
oriented thick CNT bundles. Once a region of the dense phase is
formed, however, its further growth is no longer controlled by the
presence of the indenter or the free ends of the nanotubes, which
are now immobilized by the entanglement into the dense phase.

4. Effect of forest structure and length on the deformation
mechanism

In order to verify that the mechanism of the compressive
deformation revealed in the simulation reported above for sample
FA is general and is activated in samples with different micro-
structures, we perform an additional set of simulations for VACNT
forest samples FB, FC, and FD, which have the same density of
0.02 g/cm3 but different structural characteristics (i.e., thickness of
the bundles and CNT inclination, as can be seen from Table 1 and
Figs. S2bed in the Supplementary Data). The lateral size of the
computational cell used in these simulations is close to that of
sample FA (0.6 mm compared to 0.641 mm for FA), but the length of
the forest is reduced to 0.6 mm. The use of the shorter forests re-
duces the computational cost of the simulations and, at the same
time, allows us to explore the effect of nanotube length on the
deformation behavior by relating the results of the simulations to
those discussed above for the longer 2-mm-tall sample FA and those
reported in Ref. [8] for shorter 0.2-mm-tall forests.

The snapshots of samples FB, FC, and FD taken at different stages
of the compressive deformation, Fig. 7, reveal the mechanical
response visually similar to that observed for the longer forest in
Fig. 1. In all samples, we see the formation of a densified layer near
the indenter at the early stage of the deformation process, followed
by gradual thickening of the densified layer. In comparisonwith the
taller sample FA, however, there is less pronounced localization of
the bending deformationwithin the interfacial region, and no signs
of the collective folding of CNT bundles in the vicinity of the
densified region. Rather, at higher strains, the CNT bundles tend to
bow sidewise or bent into serpentine shapes along much of the
height of the forest, particularly in the case of samples FB and FC
composed of thicker and less entangled bundles. Overall, the
deformation of the 0.6-mm-tall CNT forests exhibits intermediate
characteristics between those observed for shorter 0.2-mm-tall
forests [8], where the mechanical response is dominated by the
deformation of individual bundles that either bow or fold at their
bases, and those discussed above for taller sample FA, where the
deformation process is largely localized within the interfacial re-
gion separating the distinct rarified and dense phases of the ma-
terial. The greater bundle entanglement in sample FD makes it
difficult for CNT bundles to move independently from one another,
leading to a less localized material response to the deformation.

The distributions of density and HOF along the fractional orig-
inal height, shown in Fig. 8 for samples FB, FC, and FD compressed
to 0.6 strain, suggest that the deformation mechanism of these
shorter forests is the same as the one discussed in section 3 for the
2-mm-tall sample FA. Both the density and HOF distributions
exhibit a relatively sharp transition from the low- to high-density
phases characterized by vertical and horizontal preferential align-
ment of nanotube segments, respectively. In contrast to the taller
forest, however, the variation of density and HOF in the interfacial
region separating the two phases is smooth and does not display
the intermediate oscillations observed in Fig. 4b for sample FA. As
discussed in section 3, these oscillations are caused by the collec-
tive zigzagging and folding of the CNT bundles involved in the
phase transition in the taller sample. For the shorter samples, these
processes are inhibited by the global rearrangement of CNT bundles
in response to the mechanical deformation, which helps to
accommodate the transition of nanotube segments into the high-
density horizontally aligned phase without the activation of the
localized folding deformation.

Stress-strain curves, plotted for samples FB, FC, and FD in Fig. 5b,
exhibit the same general three-stage response to the uniaxial
compression that has been observed for the taller sample FA (sec-
tion 3) as well as for real VACNT forests [6,7]. The magnitude of
stresses is somewhat higher for the shorter forests in the whole
range of strains (e.g., compare the curve for sample FA in Fig. 5a
with the one of sample FC, which has the same average inclination
of nanotube segments, see Table 1). The elevated level of stresses is
related to the transition from themore localized deformation of the
nanotubes in the interfacial region in the case of tall forests to the
more global response of the whole CNT bundles to the deformation
of shorter forests, which becomes even more pronounced with
further shortening of the nanotubes [8].

Comparing the 0.6-mm-tall samples with each other (Fig. 5b), we
see that the first stress peak is most prominent for sample FB and
comes from the axial compression of its highly oriented CNT bun-
dles. The forests where the CNT bundles have a higher inclination
with respect to the vertical axis (as quantified by values of HOF
listed in Table 1) exhibit a much more muted initial stress response
to the deformation. Following the initial peak, the extended plateau
stress stage sets up and extends up to strains of ~0.85. Due to the
greater degree of entanglement limiting mobility of bundles and
their ability to reorganize themselves in the optimal way to reduce
stress, the average stress increases from FB to FC to FD starting from
strains of ~0.45. At a qualitative level, this observation may be
related to a model suggested in Ref. [56], where a simplified
description of interconnections between the bundles was intro-
duced and related to the ability of VACNT forests to support the
lateral force transfer required for their “drawability.” Finally, above
0.85 strain, the densification regime is heralded by a sharp increase
in stress observed for all samples. At this point, the CNTs have
limited ability to reorganize themselves to release stress, and
increasing strain will see the entire forest converted to the densi-
fied phase. Overall, despite the substantial quantitative effect of the
height and structural organization of VACNT forests on their me-
chanical behavior, we can conclude that the general picture of the
compressive deformation proceeding through the phase trans-
formation from a low-density vertically aligned phase to a high-
density phase characterized by horizontal alignment of nano-
tubes holds for VACNT forests of various structural organization
and height exceeding several hundreds of nanometers.

5. Summary

The mechanical response of VACNT forests undergoing exten-
sive compressive deformation is investigated in large-scale meso-
scopic simulations of the uniaxial compression of a VACNT forest
composed of 2-mm-long SWCNTs as well as three structurally
distinct forests composed of 0.6-mm-long SWCNTs. The simulations
reveal that the compressive deformation proceeds as a phase
transformation from an original low-density phase composed of
vertically aligned CNT bundles to a densified phase characterized
by horizontal preferential alignment of nanotube segments. The
two phases are separated by a well-defined interfacial layer, which
advances during the compressive deformation through localized
bending and folding of nanotube segments. For the 2-mm-tall forest,
the nanotube folding involves correlated displacement of multiple
CNT bundles across the lateral extent of the computational cell,
hinting on the origin of the collective buckling behavior observed
experimentally for even taller VACNT forests composed of stiffer
MWCNTs.



Fig. 7. Side views snapshots of the VACNT samples FB (a), FC (b), and FD (c) undergoing compressive deformation, with values of engineering strain marked at the bottom. The two-
tone coloring scheme is the same as in Fig. 1. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

Fig. 8. The distributions of density and HOF along the fractional original height of the
forest for samples FB, FC, and FD compressed to an engineering strain of 0.6. (A colour
version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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While the initial realignment of CNTs at the start of the defor-
mation process is triggered by the interaction with the indenter,
further growth of the dense region is driven by the energy mini-
mization. The bending energy of the nanotube segments joining the
densified phase in the course of the compressive deformation in-
creases, but the reduction of the inter-tube van der Waals inter-
action energy more than compensates for this extra bending
deformation energy. The decrease in the total energy suggests that
the deformation of the forests consisting of highly flexible SWCNTs
has a large irreversible/plastic component. The localized bending
deformation associated with reorientation of nanotube segments
upon the transition from the rarified vertically oriented phase to
the dense horizontally oriented phase results in the local maximum
of the bending energy, which serves as a barrier preventing the
spontaneous collapse of the VACNT forest into the lower-energy
densified phase. The higher bending stiffness of MWCNTs is likely
to shift the energy balance in favor of the positive contribution of
the bending energy, making the recovery energetically favorable.
The characteristic three-stage stress-strain dependence (an initial
"elastic" peak followed by an extended plateau region and a sharp
rise of stress in the densification regime), commonly observed in
the experimental probing of mechanical properties of VACNT for-
ests, is reproduced in all of the simulations, suggesting that the
heterogeneous propagation of densification front is the general
mechanism of the mechanical deformation of VACNT forests.
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